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LEXICALL: Lexicon Constructionfor Foreign Language TutoringBonnie J. DorrDepartment of Computer Science andInstitute for Advanced Computer StudiesUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD 20742, USAbonnie@cs.umd.eduAbstract: We focus on the problem of building large repositories of lexical conceptualstructure (LCS) representations for verbs in multiple languages. One of the main results ofthis work is the denition of a relation between broad semantic classes and LCS meaningcomponents. Our acquisition program|LEXICALL|takes, as input, the result of previouswork on verb classication and thematic grid tagging, and outputs LCS representationsfor dierent languages. These representations have been ported into English, Arabic andSpanish lexicons, each containing approximately 9000 verbs. We are currently using theselexicons in an operational foreign language tutoring and machine translation.
1 IntroductionA wide range of new capabilities in NLP applications has been made possible by recent ad-vances in lexical semantics (Carrier and Randall, 1993; Fillmore, 1968; Foley and Van Valin,1984; Grimshaw, 1990; Gruber, 1965; Hale and Keyser, 1993; Jackendo, 1983; Jackendo,1990; Jackendo, 1996; Levin, 1993; Levin and Rappaport Hovav, To appear; Pesetsky,1982; Pinker, 1989). Many of these researchers adopt the hypothesis that verbs can begrouped into broad classes, each of which corresponds to some combination of basic mean-ing components. This is the basic premise underlying our approach to multilingual lexiconconstruction. In particular, we have organized verbs into broad semantic classes and subse-quently designed a language-independent representation, lexical conceptual structure (LCS),for each class; these representations have been ported into Arabic and Spanish on a per-classbasis. The result is a large multi-lingual repository of verb entries: our Arabic and Spanishlexicons contain approximately 40,000 Arabic and Spanish entries each, of which 9,000 (perlanguage) are verbs.We are currently using these lexicons in an operational foreign language tutoring (FLT)system called Military Language Tutor (MILT). This system provides a wide range of lessonsfor use in language training. Because of the multilingual nature of the system (i.e., broadcoverage of Arabic and Spanish), the representations we use must necessarily have crosslin-guistic validity as well as coverage for diverse constructions that are likely to occur inlessons.One of the tutoring lessons, the MicroWorld Lesson (see Figure 1) requires the capabilityfor the language-learner to state domain-specic actions in a variety of dierent ways.For example, the language-learner might command the agent (pictured at the left in thegraphical interface) to take the following action: Walk to the table and pick up the document.The same action should be taken if the user says: Go to the table and remove document ,Retrieve the document from the table, etc. The LCS representation provides the capabilityto execute various forms of the same command without hardcoding them as part of thegraphical interface.In another tutoring lesson, Question-Answering, the student is asked to answer questionsabout a foreign language text that they have read. Their answer is converted into an LCSwhich is matched against a prestored LCS corresponding to an answer typed in by a humaninstructor (henceforth, called the \author"). The prestored LCS is an idealized form ofthe answer to a question, which can take one of many forms. Suppose, for example, thequestion posed to the user is: Where did Jack put the book? (or Adonde puso Jack el libro?in Spanish). The author's answer, e.g., Jack put the book in the trash, has been stored asan LCS by the tutoring system. If the student types Jack threw the book in the trash orJack moved the book from the table into the trash, the system is able to match against theprestored LCS and determine that all three of these responses are semantically appropriate.1
Figure 1: MicroWorld Lesson in MILT
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We have developed an acquisition program|LEXICALL|that allows us to constructLCS-based lexicons for the FLT system. LEXICALL is designed so that it can be used formultiple languages, and also for additional NLP applications (e.g., machine translation).One of the main results of this work is the denition of a relation between broad semanticclasses (based on work by Levin (1993)) and LCS meaning components. The program buildson previous work, where verbs were classied automatically (Dorr and Jones, 1996; Dorr,To appear) and tagged with thematic grid information (Dorr et al., 1995). We use thesepre-assigned classes and thematic grids as input to LEXICALL. The output is a set of LCS'scorresponding to individual verb entries in our lexicon.Previous research in automatic acquisition focuses primarily on the use of statisticaltechniques, such as bilingual alignment (Church and Hanks, 1990; Klavans and Tzouk-ermann, 1995; Wu and Xia, 1995), or extraction of syntactic constructions from onlinedictionaries and corpora (Brent, 1993). Others have taken a more knowledge-based (inter-lingual) approach (Lonsdale et al., 1995). Still others, e.g., Copestake et al. (1995), useEnglish-based grammatical codes for acquisition of lexical representations.Our approach diers from these in that it exploits certain linguistic constraints thatgovern the relation between a word's surface behavior and its corresponding semantic class.We demonstrate that a LCS representation can be assigned to each semantic class. These,in turn, are ported into multiple languages. We rst show how the LCS is used in a FLTsystem. We then describe the techniques used for automatic acquisition of LCS-basedlexicons.2 Application of the LCS Representation to FLTOne of the types of knowledge that must be captured in FLT is linguistic knowledge atthe level of the lexicon, which covers a wide range of information types such as verbalsubcategorization for events (e.g., that a transitive verb such as hit occurs with an objectnoun phrase), featural information (e.g., that the direct object of a verb such as frightenis animate), thematic information (e.g., that Mary is the agent in Mary hit the ball), andlexical-semantic information (e.g., spatial verbs such as throw are conceptually distinct fromverbs of possession such as give). By modularizing the lexicon, we treat each informationtype separately, thus allowing us to vary the degree of dependence on each level so thatwe can address the question of how much knowledge is necessary for the success of theparticular NLP application.This section describes the use of the LCS representation in a question-answering compo-nent of the MILT system (Sams, 1993; Weinberg et al., 1995). As described above, the LCSrepresentation is used as the basis of matching routines for assessing students' answers tofree response questions about a short foreign language passage. In order to inform the stu-3
dent whether a question has been answered correctly, the author of the lesson must providethe desired response in advance. The system parses and semantically analyzes the author'sresponse into a corresponding LCS representation which is then prestored in a database ofpossible responses. Once the question answering lesson is activated, each of the student'sresponses is parsed and semantically analyzed into a LCS representation which is checkedfor a match against the corresponding prestored LCS representation. The student is theninformed as to whether the question has been answered correctly depending on how closelythe student's response LCS matches the author's prestored LCS.Table 1: Correspondence Between NLP Output and Tutor FeedbackSystem Prompt: Where did Jack put the book?Student Answer Prestored Answer Matcher Output FeedbackJack threw the book in the trash Jack threw the book in the trash exact match \That's right"Jack put the book in the trash Jack threw the book in the trash missing MANNER \How?"Jack threw the book in the trash Jack put the book in the trash extra MANNER \You're assuming things"Jack is friendly Jack put the book in the trash mismatch primitive \Please reread"Jack threw the book Jack put the book in the trash missing argument \Where?"Consider what happens in a lesson if the author has specied that a correct answer tothe question Adonde puso Jack el libro? in Spanish is Jack tiro el libro a la basura (`Jackthrew out the book into the trash'). This answer is processed by the system to produce thefollowing LCS:(1) [Event CAUSE([Thing JACK],[Event GOLoc([Thing BOOK],[Path TOLoc([Position ATLoc ([Thing BOOK], [Thing TRASH])])])],[Manner THROWINGLY])]The LCS is stored by the tutor and then later matched against the student's answer. If thestudent types Jack movio' el libro de la mesa a la basura (`Jack moved the book from thetable to the trash'), the system must determine if these two match. The student's sentenceis processed and the following LCS structure is produced:(2) [Event CAUSE([Thing JACK], 4
[Event GOLoc([Thing BOOK],[Path TOLoc ([Position ATLoc([Thing BOOK], [Thing TRASH])])],[Path FROMLoc ([Position ATLoc([Thing BOOK], [Thing TABLE])])])])]The matcher compares these two, and produces the following output:Missing: MANNER THROWINGLYExtra: FROM LOCThe system identies the student's response as a match with the prestored answer, butit also recognizes that there is one piece of missing information and one piece of extrainformation.The \Missing" and \Extra" output is internal to the NLP component of the Tutor,i.e., this is not the nal response displayed to the student. The system must convert thisinformation into meaningful feedback so that the student knows how to repair the answerthat was originally given. For example, the instructor can program the tutor to notify thestudent about the omitted information in the form of a `How' question, or it can choose toignore it. The extra information is generally ignored, although it is recorded in case theinstructor decides to program the system to notify the student about this as well. The fullrange of feedback is not presented here. Some possibilities are summarized (in English) inTable 1 (adapted from (Holland, 1994)). Note that the main advantage of using the LCS isthat it allows the author to type in an answer that is general enough to match any numberof additional answers.3 Overview of LCS AcquisitionOur work on construction of LCS lexicons has focused primarily on building entries forverbs.1 This section outlines our approach to verb acquisition.LEXICALL requires three inputs for acquisition of verb entries: a semantic class, athematic grid, and a lexeme, which we will henceforth abbreviate as \class/grid/lexeme".An example of input/output for the system is shown here:(3) Acquisition of LCS for: touchInput: 47.8; _th_loc; \touch"Output:(be loc (* thing 2) (at loc (thing 2) (* thing 11)) (touchingly 26))1However, we have approximately 30,000 non-verb entries per language.5
The lexeme is, by convention, an English-like word whose morphological variant ultimatelylls some position in the LCS denition. The verb that will be associated with the resultingLCS is not necessarily the same as this lexeme. For example, the Spanish counterpart oftouch, also uses the \touch" lexeme.2The semantic class label 47.8 above is taken from Levin's 1993 book (Verbs of ContiguousLocation), i.e., the class to which the verb touch has been assigned.3 The thematic grid(_th_loc) is taken from a set of grid assignments previously assigned by (Dorr et al., 1995).The following conventions are adopted for thematic grid specications: (1) Any thematicrole preceded by an underscore ( ) is obligatory; (2) Any thematic role preceded by a comma(,) is optional; (3) Any thematic role that is followed by a parenthesized preposition mustnecessarily be contained in a phrase headed by that preposition.Table 2: Sample Templates Stored in the LCS DatabaseCategory Verb Class LCSLocation suspend 9.2 [CAUSE (X, [BELoc (Y, [ATLoc (Y, Z)])], [BY hMANNERi])]touch 47.8 [BELoc (Y,[ATLoc (Y, Z)], [BY hMANNERi])]Motion abandon 51.2 [GOLoc (Y, [hDIRECTIONiLoc (Y, [ATLoc (Y, Z)])])]oat 51.3.1 [GOLoc (Y, [BY hMANNERi])]Placement adorn 9.8 [CAUSE (X,[GOIdent (Y,[TOWARDIdent (Y,[ATIdent (Y, [hSTATEiIdent ([hWITHiPoss (*HEAD*,Z)])])])])])]spill 9.5 [CAUSE (X, [GOLoc (Y)], [BY hMANNERi])]One piece of information that is not shown above is the mapping between the class/grid/lexemeinput and the LCS representation. Using Levin's publicly available online index as a start-ing point, we have hand-constructed a database containing 191 LCS templates, i.e., one forverb class. These templates serve as the basis of instantiated output such as that of (3)above. A full entry in the database includes a list of possible lexemes, a thematic grid, anda LCS template:(4) Class 47.8: adjoin, intersect, meet, touch, ...2This is not to say that the generated LCS's for all translation equivalents are identical. Shortly, wewill see a case where the LCS's produced by the program for two translation equivalents are annotateddierently.3Verbs not occurring in Levin's book are also assigned to classes using techniques described in (Dorr andJones, 1996; Dorr, To appear). 6
Thematic Grid: _th_locLCS Template:(be loc (thing 2) (at loc (thing 2) (thing 11)) (!!-ingly 26))The semantic class and lexeme, together, uniquely identify the word sense, or LCS template,to which the verb refers.4Note that the !! acts as a wildcard; it will be lled by the lexeme itself, and the resultingform is called a constant , i.e., the idiosyncratic part of the meaning that distinguishes amongmembers of a verb class (in the spirit of (Grimshaw, 1993; Levin and Rappaport Hovav,To appear; Pinker, 1989; Talmy, 1985)). In addition, the output annotations (such as )shown in (3) do not appear in the LCS template in (4). This is where the language-specicinformation is abstracted away from the language-independent meaning components. It isthe instantiated lexical entry for touch that will have this type of information.It is important to point out that, while Levin's classication provides a unique and ex-tensive catalog of verb classes (such as change of state), it does not dene the underlyingmeaning components of each class. One of the main contributions of our work is that itprovides a relation between Levin's classes and meaning components as dened in the LCSrepresentation. For example, we are able to determine whether the verb has an Identi-cational component of meaning in the LCS simply by checking whether the verb is in theChange of State class. The verbs break and cut have this component of meaning in theLCS representation, whereas, hit and touch do not. Table 2 shows three broad semanticcategories and example verbs along with their associated LCS representations.5In addition to dening a mapping between semantic classes and LCS meaning compo-nents, we have generated LCS templates for 26 additional classes that are not includedin Levin's system. Several of these correspond to verbs that take sentential complements(such as coerce). The additional classes include, among others: Coerce Verbs (blackmail,bribe, cajole, ...); Conspire Verbs (legislate, protest, rebel, ...); Exceed Verbs (exceed, excel,outbid, ...); Penetrate Verbs (penetrate, permeate, pervade, ...).4 Language-Specic AnnotationsAs described above, language-specic information such as the -marker is not includedin the templates of the LCS database. This information is added to the templates byprocessing the components of thematic grid specications. In our on-going example (3),the thematic grid is _th_loc. From this it is determined that the theme and the location4The words are assumed to have been disambiguated by techniques described in (Dorr and Jones, 1996;Dorr, To appear), during the assignment to semantic classes.5LCS constituents that contain angle-bracketed \constants" correspond to the !! wildcard. For example,[BY hMANNERi] corresponds to !!-ingly. 7
are both obligatory (in English) and should be annotated as such in the instantiated LCS.This language-specic correspondence is indicated through the use of the -marker, whichspecies the positions that are lled in by other LCS entries during sentence processing.To illustrate this point, consider the structural divergence between the following En-glish/Spanish equivalents; the lexical entries for the main verbs are included for comparison:(5) (i) Structural Divergence:E: John entered the house.S: John entro a la casa.`John entered into the house.'(ii) Lexical Entries:enter:(go loc (* thing 2)(toward loc (thing 2) (in loc (thing 2) (* thing 6)))(enteringly 26))entrar:(go loc (* thing 2)((* toward 5) loc (thing 2) (in loc (thing 2) (thing 6)))(enteringly 26))The English sentence diers structurally from the Spanish in that the noun phrase the housecorresponds to a prepositional phrase a la casa. The lexicon entries for enter and entrarboth mean \X (= Thing 2) goes into location Y (= Thing 6)," but the distinction shownin (5)(i) is characterized by dierent positionings of the -marker in (5)(ii). In the LCSentries, variable positions (designated by numbers, such as 2 and 6) are used in place of theultimate llers such as JOHN and HOUSE. A -marked leaf node must be lled in at theleaf level and a -marked non-leaf node must be lled in through unication at the internalnode indicated by the -marker. Hence, in the above example the LCS for enter guaranteesthat the second argument (position 6) is lled in at the leaf node, whereas the LCS forentrar requires this same argument to be lled through unication at the (to loc ...)node (position 5). In this latter case, the Spanish preposition a (i.e., `to/into') fullls thisrequirement since it has an LCS that matches at that level:(toward loc (thing 2) (in loc (thing 2) (thing 6))).In addition to the -marker, lexical entries contain other language-specic information:a :collocations slot for idiosyncratic prepositions and a :var_spec slot for informationabout variable positions (e.g., optionality of arguments). For brevity, we focus only onaspects of the acquisition process that aect the instantiation of the LCS template. Thenext section describes the construction of lexical entries in more detail.8
Table 3: Thematic Roles Corresponding to Numbered Positions in the LCS: ModiersArgumentsNo./Role Description1/ag Agent of CAUSE, LET, andCAUSE EXCHANGE2/th Theme of GOLoc, GOPoss,GOIdent, GOCirc, BEPoss,BEIdent, BECirc2/exp Experiencer of GOPerc andBEPerc3/src() Path (from/from away) be-fore source4/src Source of Loc, Ident, Poss5/goal() Path (to/toward) precedinggoal6/goal Goal of Loc, Ident, Poss7/perc() Perceived particle precedingperceived item8/perc Perceived item9/pred Identicational predicate10/loc() Locational particle precedinglocative goal11/loc Locational predicate12/poss Possessional predicate13/time Temporal particle precedingtime14/time() Time for Temp eld
ModiersNo./Role Description15/mod-poss() Possessional particle preced-ing possessed item16/mod-poss Possessed item modier17/ben() Intentional particle precedingbenefactive modier18/ben Benefactive modier19/instr() Instrumental particle preced-ing instrument modier20/instr Instrument modier21/purp() Intentional particle precedingpurpose modier22/purp Purpose modier23/mod-loc() Locational particle precedinglocation modier24/mod-loc Location modier25/manner() Manner component26/!!-ingly Conated manner component27/prop Event or state28/mod-prop Event or state29/mod-pred() Identicational particle pre-ceding property modier30/mod-pred Property modier
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5 Construction of Lexical EntriesAs illustrated above, LCS templates use a Lisp-like representation. Consider Fill Verbs(9.8):6(6) (cause (thing 1)(go ident (thing 2)(toward ident (thing 2) (at ident (thing 2) (!!-ed 9))))(with poss (*head*) (thing 16)))This list structure recursively associates logical heads with their arguments and modiers.The logical head is represented as a primitive/eld combination, e.g., GOLoc is representedas (go loc ...). The arguments for CAUSE are (thing 1) and (go ident ...). Thesubstructure GO itself has two arguments (thing 2) and (toward ident ...). Modiersare non-argument positions in the LCS, e.g., the (with poss ...) substructure in therepresentation above (as in the sentence She trimmed the tree with tinsel).7 Note that the!!-ed constant refers to a resulting state, e.g., adorned for the verb adorn.The numbers in the representation are codes that map between LCS positions andtheir corresponding thematic roles. In the LCS framework, thematic roles provide semanticinformation about properties of the argument and modier structures. We adopt the the-matic relations hypothesis (Fillmore, 1968; Gruber, 1965) which states that the semanticsof location and motion can be generalized to additional semantic elds.Thematic roles have long been the focus of conceptual structure studies. In the workof (Jackendo, 1983), thematic roles are associated with the notion of elds (Spatial, Tem-poral, Possessional, Circumstantial, and Existential) and have continued their prominencein more recent theories of lexical semantics (Dowty, 1991; Jackendo, 1990). Subsequently,additional thematic roles have been proposed for new semantic elds (Dorr et al., 1993):Perceptual (for Events and States), Intentional (for modiers such as purpose clauses), andInstrumental (for instrument modiers).Tables 3 shows the relation of thematic roles to components of the LCS representa-tion for arguments and modiers. These numbers enter into the construction of LCS en-tries: they correspond to argument positions in the LCS template (extracted using theclass/grid/lexeme specication). Information is lled into the LCS template using thesenumbers, coupled with the thematic grid tag for the particular word being dened.6Some of the 9.8 verbs are: adorn, anoint, bandage, bathe, bestrew, bind, blanket, block, blot, festoon,ll, eck, ood, frame, garland, garnish, imbue, mottle, ornament, pad, pave, plate, plug, pollute, replenish,stud, suuse, surround, swaddle, swathe, taint, tile, trim, veil .7The *head* symbol is a place-holder that points to the root (cause) of the overall lexical entry. Modiers,such as instrumental phrases, typically include this symbol.10
5.1 FundamentalsLEXICALL is designed to locate the appropriate LCS template (out of the 191 hand-constructed database entries) using the class/grid pairing as an index, and to then determinethe language-specic annotations to instantiate for that template. Although it is desirableto generate the most representative LCS denition for a lexical item, this is not alwayspossible. A verb class usually contains template variations for the verbs they cover, i.e.,subclasses. These are relatively general cases|verbs in a class show similar properties, butthe class is further rened by certain template variations.Thus, for each verb to be dened, LEXICALL uses the class/grid pairing to extract thesmallest possible set of LCS templates that comply with the class/grid pairing. It is alsopossible to index into the database by the grid only. The semantic class is considered anoptional argument to the acquisition procedure, and generally more than one LCS denitionwill be returned in such cases. The grid information cannot be omitted, however.Once a set of LCS templates is selected, the next step is to place -markers in theappropriate positions. To do this, the program must take into account structural divergencepossibilities (e.g., the case given in example (5)(i) above). The default position of the -marker is the left-most occurrence of the LCS node corresponding to a particular thematicrole. However, if a preposition occurs in the grid, the -marker may be placed dierently.In such a case, a primitive representation (e.g., (to loc (at loc))) is extracted using aset of predened mappings (to be described in Section 5.2, case III). If this representationcorresponds to a subcomponent of the LCS template, the program recognizes this as amatch against the grid, and the -marker is placed in the template at the level where thismatch occurs (as in the entry for entrar given in (5)(ii) above).If a preposition occurs in the grid but there is no matching primitive representation, thepreposition is considered to be a collocation, and it is placed in the collocations slot ofthe lexical entry|which indicates that the LCS already covers the semantics of the verband the preposition is an idiosyncratic variation (as in learn about , know of , etc.).If a preposition is required but it is not specied (i.e., empty parentheses ()), then the-marker is positioned at the level dominating the node that corresponds to that role|which indicates that several dierent prepositions might apply (as in put on, put under , putthrough, etc.).5.2 Processing thematic gridsThe input to LEXICALL is a class/grid/lexeme specication, where each piece of informa-tion is separated by a hash sign (#):<class>#<grid>#<lexeme>#<other semantic information>For example, the input spec-ication for the verb replant (a word not classied by Levin) is:11
9.7#_ag_th,mod-poss(with)#replant#!!-ed =planted (manner = again)This input indicates that the class assigned to replant is 9.7 (Levin's Spray/Load verbs)and its grid has an obligatory agent (ag), theme (th), and an optional possessional modierwith preposition with (mod-poss(with)). By default, arguments are obligatory and mod-iers are optional. If a role in the thematic grid overrides this default, the information isrecorded in the var_spec slot of the lexical item.The information following the nal # is optional; this information was previously hand-added to the assigned thematic grids. In the current example, the !!-ed designates theform of the constant planted which, in this case, is a morphological variant of the lexemereplant .8 Also, the manner again is specied as an additional semantic component.Returning to our example (5) above, the verbs entrar and entrar have the followingclass/grid/lexeme specications:(7) enter: 51.1#_th,goal#enter#entrar: 51.1#_th,goal(a)#enter#LEXICALL produces the English and Spanish LCS output shown in (5)(ii) for these twospecications.For presentational purposes, the remainder of this section uses English examples. How-ever, as the above examples illustrate, the class/grid/lexeme specication carries over toother languages as well. In fact, we have used the same acquisition program, without mod-ication, for building our Spanish and Arabic LCS-based lexicons, each of size comparableto our English LCS-based lexicon.There are a number of dierent cases for which the class/grid/lexeme specication needsto be processed for the construction of lexical entries. We will look at four cases in detail.I. Thematic Roles without Prepositions(8) Example: The ower decorated the room.Input: 9.8#_mod-poss_th#decorate#Template: (be ident (thing 2) (at ident (thing 2)(!!-ed 9))(with poss (*head*) (thing 16)))8The constant takes one of several forms, including: !!-ingly for a manner, !!-er for an instrument, and!!-ed for resulting states. If this information has not been hand-added to the class/grid/lexeme specication(as is the case with most of the verbs), a default morphological process produces the appropriate form fromthe lexeme. Note that, in some cases, the morphological process might produce unexpected surface forms(e.g., hoer instead of hoe). Because we take the constant to be a label for semantic meaning|having adierent status from other components of meaning (e.g., GO, BE, etc.)|the precise form of the constant isinconsequential; thus, a close approximation is sucient for our purposes.12
This case involves thematic roles that do not require prepositions for any of the argumentor modier variables. Two thematic roles, th and mod-poss, are specied for the abovesense of the English verb decorate. Table 3 indicates that the thematic code numbers are2 and 16, respectively. The following output shows the result of positioning the -markersand the constant decorated in the LCS template:(9) Output: (be ident (* thing 2) (at ident (thing 2)(decorated 9))(with poss (*head*) (* thing 16)))Duplicate occurrences of a node are taken to be coindexed; thus, only one such node needs tobe -marked. Our convention is to mark the left-most occurrence (e.g., the rst (thing 2)node above).II. Thematic Roles with Unspecied Prepositions(10) Example: We parked the car near the store.We parked the car in the garage.Input: 9.1#_ag_th_goal()#park#Template: (cause (thing 1)(go loc (thing 2) (toward loc (thing 2)([at] loc (thing 2) (thing 6))))(!!-ingly 26))The input for this example indicates that there is necessarily a goal headed by a preposition,although the preposition is not given explicitly. The thematic roles are ag, th, and goal()with the corresponding code numbers 1, 2, and 6, as given in Table 3. The resulting outputis the following:(11) Output: (cause (* thing 1)(go loc (* thing 2) ((* toward 5) loc (thing 2)([at] loc (thing 2) (thing 6))))(parkingly 26))The variable positions for ag and th are marked just as in the previous case, whereas goal()requires a dierent treatment. When there is no preposition specied for the thematic roleswith required prepositions, the -marker is associated with a LCS node dominating theposition corresponding to the relevant thematic role (i.e., (toward ...) in the exampleabove). The ability to underspecify the preposition allows for a number of surface-sentencevariants such as park in, park on, park under , etc. (In such cases, the bracketed primitive[at] node will be converted into an unbracketed positional primitive|e.g., in, on, orunder|during analysis of the surface sentence.)13
III. Thematic roles with Specied Prepositions(12) Example: We decorated the room with owers.Input: 9.8#_ag_th,mod-poss(with)#decorate#Template: (cause (thing 1)(go ident (thing 2) (toward ident (thing 2)(at ident (thing 2) (!!-ed 9))))(with poss (*head*) (thing 16)))Specied prepositions can occur both for argument and modier thematic roles. This ex-ample demonstrates the process for a modier role, however the same also applies to theargument roles. Here, the mod-poss role requires the preposition with in the modierposition. Thus, the output of LEXICALL is:(13) Output: (cause (* thing 1)(go ident (* thing 2) (toward ident (thing 2)(at ident (thing 2) (decorated 9))))((* with 15) poss (*head*) (thing 16)))In order to determine the position of the -marker for a thematic role with a requiredpreposition, LEXICALL consults a set of predened mappings between prepositions (orpostpositions, in a language like Korean) and their corresponding primitive representations.9In the current case, the preposition with is mapped to the following primitive representation:(with poss). Since this matches a sub-component of the LCS template, the programrecognizes this as a match against the grid, and the -marker is placed in the template atthe level of with.IV. Thematic Roles with Extra information(14) Example: They aorested the farm.Input: 9.8#_ag_goal#afforest#!!-ingly =afforestingly (th = forest)Template: (cause (thing 1)(go loc (thing 2) (toward loc (thing 2)(at loc (thing 2) (thing 6))))(with loc (*head*) (thing 16)))(!!-ingly 26))9We have dened approximately 100 such mappings per language. For example, the mapping produces thefollowing primitive representations for the English word to: (to loc (at loc)), (to poss (at poss)),(to temp (at temp)), (toward loc (at loc)), (toward poss (at poss)). We have similar mappingsdened in Spanish and Arabic. For example, the following primitive representations are produced for theSpanish word a: (at loc), (to loc (at loc)), (to poss (at poss)), (toward loc (at loc)).14
Recall that the input potentially has hand-coded information following the nal #. In suchcases, the specication includes a constant (as in the manner afforestingly above) andsometimes extra information about LCS arguments. In the example above, the specicationindicates that the verb aorest has an implicit theme in its meaning, i.e., forest . Thus,instead of annotating the theme (designated by the code 2) with a -marker, this positionis directly replaced by the primitive forest:(15) Output: (cause (* thing 1)(go loc (forest 2) (toward loc (forest 2)(at loc (forest 2) (* thing 6))))(with loc (*head*) (thing 16)))(afforestingly 26))6 Limitations and ConclusionsWe have described techniques for automatic construction of dictionaries for use in large-scaleFLT. The dictionaries are based on a language-independent representation called lexical con-ceptual structure (LCS). Signicant enhancements to LCS-based tutoring could be achievedby combining this representation with a mechanism for handling issues related to discourseand pragmatics. For example, although the LCS processor is capable of determining thatthe phrase in the trash partially matches the answer to Where did John put the book? , apragmatic component would be required to determine that this answer is (perhaps) moreappropriate than the full answer, He put the book in the trash. Representing conversationalcontext and dynamic context updating (Traum et al., 1996; Haller, 1996; DiEugenio andWebber, 1996) would provide a framework for this type of response \relaxation." Alongthese same lines, a pragmatic component could provide a mechanism for determining thatcertain fully matched responses (e.g., John hurled the book into the trash) are not as \real-istic sounding" as partially matched alternatives.Initially, LEXICALL was designed to support the development of LCS's for Englishonly; however, the same techniques can be used for multilingual acquisition. As the lexiconcoverage for other languages expands, it is expected that our acquisition techniques willhelp further in the cross-linguistic investigation of the relationship between Levin's verbclasses and the basic meaning components in the LCS representation. In addition, it isexpected that verbs in the same Levin class may have ner distinctions than what we havespecied in the current LCS templates.We view the importation of LCS's from the English LCS database into Arabic andSpanish as a rst approximation to the development of complete lexicons for these languages.The results have been hand-checked by native speakers using the class/grid/lexeme format(which is much easier to check than the fully expanded LCS's). The lexical verication15
process took only two weeks by the native speakers. We estimate that it would take at least6 months to build such a lexicon from scratch (by human recall and data entry alone), andin such a case, the potential for error would be at least twice as high.One important benet of using the Levin classication as the basis of our program isthat, once the mapping between verb classes and LCS representations has been established,we can acquire the LCS representation for a new verb (i.e., one not in Levin) simply byassociating it with one of the 191 classes. We see our approach as a rst step towardcompression of lexical entries in that it allows lexicons to be stored in terms of the morecondensed class/grid/lexeme speci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